### Activity

| 0-Week 27th February – 2nd March | **Wednesday 1 March 2017: Bachelor of Health Sciences Orientation (Camperdown Campus)**  
Mentors will welcome new B.HlthSci first years and talk about Belong@FHS.  
New mentees will be recruited into the program through the online registration form (Survey Monkey), and should sign up to a mentoring group on the big spreadsheet.  
Mentors will take groups on a mini campus tour through a scavenger hunt. |
|---|---|
| **Week 1** | Mentoring session: What is Uni?  
Mentors will meet their first years to discuss the transition to university. This may include, explaining how to use the learning management system, navigating MyUni or Sydney Student, timetables, electives and, in general, what to expect from uni life. |
| **Week 2** | BBQ and Mentoring session: Assessments  
Assessments are frequently identified as one of the major concerns of new (and current!) students. In this session, mentors will focus on using the unit of study outline, time management, the rhythm of assessments at university and some general tips. |
| **Week 3** | Mentoring session and Workshop: Referencing  
One of the key components of assessments at university is referencing. References provide evidence for what you’re saying and acknowledge the work of other researchers. This week, there will be a formal workshop run by the Library on referencing. In addition, there will be a mentoring session where mentors can also provide their own advice and share their experiences. |
| **Week 4** | Mentoring session: Surviving and Succeeding in Group Work  
Group work can be a tricky situation but it is very important for developing the skills needed to be an effective health professional. In this session, mentors will share their experiences of group work and provide advice on some of the things that worked well and didn’t work well in their groups. |
| **Week 5** | Mentoring session: Assessments and Feedback  
How do you make sense of the feedback that you’ve received? How can you use the feedback in future assignments? What does my mark actually mean? Mentors have been there and will share their stories about making sense of feedback and putting your marks into context. |
| **Week 6** | Mentoring session: Majors  
For Bachelor of Health Sciences students, choosing a major can be one of the most daunting experiences. During this week, we’ll run a number of sessions where you can ask mentors from different majors about their experiences to get a better idea of what you’d like to do. |
| **Mid-semester break (17th to 21st April)** |  |
| **Week 7** | BBQ and Trivia  
There will be a BBQ and trivia provided for all students in Belong@FHS. |
| **Week 8** | Mentoring Workshops: Exams  
This week there will be a workshop designed to help first year students understand how some exams at university differ to exams in high school. The workshops will include examples from core units that first year students study. |
| **Weeks 9-13** | **No formal mentoring activity.**  
Mentor and mentee interaction as required. |
| **Semester 2** | Mentors thank you evening  
This is an invitation-only event to thank mentors for their contribution to the program. Mentors are acknowledged through a certificate presentation ceremony with an invited guest speaker. |